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Carroll: For the new Alvin, we reused previously existing
syntactic foam, but we also needed new foam pieces shaped
specifically for this upgrade. I worked on designing the pieces,
and also worked with the machine shops that machined raw
foam blocks into the final shapes for the new sub.
Once we had final designs for the shapes we needed, we
sent drawings to a machine shop, which bonded raw blocks of
syntactic foam together and machined them into final shapes.

and long tie rods that tie foam pieces together and to the frame,
all had to be individually analyzed …

McCartney: And then we finalized how to attach the foam
to the sub’s frame. That’s when I got involved working with
Megan, looking at the attachments and brackets.

Carroll: Because the foam is required for the vehicle to
re-surface. We analyzed sixteen foam pieces, the brackets, the
bolt sizes and materials, the shape of the brackets, and the hole
locations—things like, ‘What’s the spacing between the hole
and the edge of the material? Where might it fail?’

Carroll: When a foam piece comes back from the manufacturers, we check its dimensions. Then you fit it onto where it’s
supposed to sit on the vehicle, make sure that there aren’t any
interferences and that the clearances you allowed for are there.
That’s called ‘fitting it up’ with the vehicle.
These particular blocks—one port and one starboard—
are referred to as the “cheek blocks.” We were making sure
the opening of the foam over Alvin’s viewport was pretty
well centered, and marking its final location. The cheek
blocks fit around the sphere, with an inside curvature
around the sphere and an outside curvature from top to
bottom and fore to aft, so there are two different profiles to
fine-machine.
McCartney: Every piece of foam had its weight taken—in air
and ‘wet,’ or in water. We had to prove that the brackets would
hold the foam on the vehicle by withstanding stresses caused
when they transition from water to air. Every piece of bracketry
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Carroll: … under various operational and emergency conditions.
McCartney: Say if the submarine was transiting along the
bottom and unexpectedly impacted something—is that force
enough to cause a bracket to fail and release a piece of foam?

McCartney: You know, ‘Will a force take that bolt and rip it
through that piece?’ Then we did another analysis for the forces
various inserts could withstand before pulling out of the foam. We
started the analysis in August and submitted it initially in December. It ended up just under 200 pages of calculations when printed.
Carroll: I’ve been here since fall 1999, and I got involved with
the Alvin upgrade project probably the end of 2009.
McCartney: I’ve been at WHOI since the start of 2011 and
was brought into the Alvin project at the end of 2011. I worked
on a lot of designs and calculations. It was nice to see the vehicle coming together. It’s cool to see it on the computer screen,
eight inches big every day, and then go and see it in person,
and it’s like, ‘Wow,’—because you lose the scale sometimes. I
know I do. p

